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Mills FOLK D^GE CAI^ SYLLABUS (1953) - $2,00
The "best syllabus ever compiled
COMPLSTS- YOUR PILE OP IJORTHERN JUM2P
we have all the "back issues at .25^ each

Order any of the above material from

Ralph Page,
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Pearl St. Keene, N.E.
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If I sound like a
frog croakin^ for it*s
TAJCS IT OR LMYS IT
own puddle, so "be it I
I
r
simply
must
tell
you
that
^.vie had a vjonderful Folk Festival here in ITew Hampshire
May 20 & 21, For too long
have we hid out light under
the prove r"bial bushel* It's
:^-, I ^ high time the world knew
that here we have Federa.A
tion' officers with the
^^pii#ii:i:l-l
guts to emphasize tra''"'.^dit i onal dances and fig.J
ures, 17e are not ashe.med
^^
of our square and contra
t/e.'iii'Vvl^-'u
dance heritage and to drte
-^
have resisted all efforts to emphasize the honky-tonk razzamatazz square -of -the -month
plan so much in vogue elsewhere -t-, though there be saiaeamong us who advocate the change, GE YE OF LITTL3
FAITH I
Another -thing we like about our Festival is the
Family Atmoslahere it creates . Me have many young married leaders who are on the -verge of making a name for
themselves,, and each couple brings their family whose
ages me.y range from 1 month to 10 years, Vfliy we even
had mrt of. the stage reserved for the toddlers,,, complete with play pen. And the kids behaved too - seemed
fascinated by the music of the score of fiddlers banjoists., accordionists, bass, players and pianists \-jh.o
were gathered on the remainder.. of the stage furnishing
inspiring music for the exhibition groups and general
dancing... .,.. you see, we not only talk about FAl^IILY ESCRSAT.I02J ^. "i^ EHACT.IGEIT.
,.

.

Sincerely

^

Qountry

Dance
3orty IJears .Jlgo

A true stoi^
r'The "beautiful early spring day
_^l'->'' vras drawing to a close. It had "been
'^tJ-"~"'^r':''
a day of great activity in oiir house- '^'^i^^f-'^f''""; ~\f^:^-'
a. :'J^y^. i)' C^^,
hold. In fact, if telephone calls
were any indication, oiir neighbors
j ^>^^;^>':JZ;
^"'^'^
had also "been 'biiEy in pressing^ ironj^V'ing, shinir^ shoes, and in general
'-ir-.K.V -f
-M
"" '••:--...
primping in prep^.ration for the dance
to ^e held on the VJest Eill that Tery
evening. Mother ha.d "baked a c^ke, as it was
custonipry for the
ladies to "bring something for refreshments* The Br-onells were taking a big wagon filled \ri\,\-i h'.y for the old and yo-ung to ride upon. Omy
whole family wis going, no matter v4iat the age. The
younger children and.Jjahies wo-.xld.he put ta "bed in t^e
sp^re rooms of the farmhouse at the end of the journey,
.;;;,.:

;^\

-^^^

:

:

-^i

'v

A"bout
seven-thirty^ the Brunells arrived at our
hoiose.
Other neigh"bors: were already aboard, and our

climbed up into th-3 wagon, joining those alIt -was
three
comf orta-bly seated on the he.y.
5:iiies to- the
village from our house, and the climb up
Chelsea West Kill towrrd East Sandolph made the trip
-about
That distance is only a
seven miles longer.
trifle in time far an automobile, but vjith plodding
horses the trip took over an ho-jr. Few farmers of forty~odd years ago had automobiles anyway, so we did not
mind.

.family

ready

The ride was not dull, for songs and Jokes enlit^-

3

The little children dropped off to
ened the trip,
sleep, hut the rest of us were thinking of the fun we
would haye on the dance floor. One of the "boys asked,
under cover of songs and noise^ "Please save the waltzes for me, and some of- the squares." A. girl answered"I'll try. to dnnce with you,' if you are first; Mother
says^ it is polite to dance vdth the first one who asks"
It was

approximately nine o'clock when we arrived

at 'the West Hill' farm, where the dance was "being held,'

A

new. "barn was heing "built, and often any new "buiidirig
was
dedicated with a dance,., once the foundation and
the first floor were laid.
A platform had "been "built
at one end of the rough flo-or and "board seats huilt
around the sides;'
Lanterns hung from posts to light
Our Lanterns were added to the ones
the dance floor.
alrea.dy there to shed more light.
Uncle W. larfcin was
calling a Soston Fancy, -while my cousin P-ccompanied
.him on the pr-rlor organ. "My mother put two

-

sleeping younger children on "beds,. and
;V,f};^c.:;
'':••
the rest of us went to the dance floor.
-'
She alt;-3rnat9d with my cousin at the or;. ^
"" .;;.
/
That
gan throughout the evening.
/-V
':-!''"'
'.-.,.
,
squa.re ended and a VvJaltz was -Dlayed,
"
'"'..''
This time our crowd joined the other
as
floor.
around
the
dancers
they circled
A full moon began to show a silver free over the wooded hills and shed a rs,diant light over the scene:
-

•

.

',^.

•',.-..
.-r-.-:--

..

.-1

"^'•';

•

'

•

.

There were several middy-clad girls at the dance,
Girls older than that
aged from tv/clve to fifteen.
wore shirt i^/aists and skirts.- At whatever age, there
was fun for all in do,ncing a- waltz, .At the' end our
seats along the sides- while
pr.rtners left us at the
they joined the other "boys ft,t the end of the platform.
The teen-ago girls vhispored and, "giggled excitedly while iiK-iting for the next numher.
.

Honoy Musk, and Uncle Ed made his way
It was
down the floor as he formed the sets. He held his fid-"
die under one arm and pointed with the how, which he
held in the other hand, to the places to "be filled in
the sets.
Old and young coiiples ouickly filled the

sets^ for the evening v/as yotmg, '?.nd no one was tired.
Three sets were quickly put into motion with intricate
calls of "forward and "back",
"sashay three-qiiarters
round," and the rest of the crlls.
Each couple had a
chance to lead the line and then the dance ended.
Breathlessly everyone returned to their seats at the
call "promenade to your seats" for a minute of rest.
.

The musicians took the time to talk with guests
requesting particulrr favorite numbers. My cousin
changed places with my mother, so she ""could have a
dance vjith my father. T'^ey sta.rted a two-step v/ith the
strains of "Red Wing" floating out on the night .air.
Soon the floor was filled wit|i. couples energetically
dajicing.

following -the round dance, a quadrille was called
and!
fathers joined in the sriiae set, and several
clio-nges were called.
Some of the young ohildron had
formed a set in one corner and were learning the dance
vr±th the help of a few older folks.

Girls

Everyone stopped for refreshments about eleven
o'clock.
Coffee had been made on the kitchen stove.
Sandwiches, cakoS , r.nd pies w^3re plentiful, as friends
and neighbors 'n.rl each brought their own specialty.
The food ^-as taken back to the dance platform to be
eaten, and everyone sat on tke-.'board seats surrounding
the floor,
A few children tried sliding and running
while waiting for the music to start again.

After supper, more contras q-usdrilles, and round
dances followed in succession. Patenella, Iady-of"thelake. Tempest, Portland j?ancy, Pop Goes tne ^easeX,
SolChorus' Jig, Durang's Hornpipe Hull 's Yictory,
dler^s Joy, Virginia. Reel, were- some -of the dances
with waltzes and two-steps or gs-lops in between. The
moon was now high in' the sky and beginning to throw
flicke'ring shadows on to the dance floor. It \ras a gay
scene, but folks bega,n to tire about two o'clOck« The
pr.rents began- to
6ollect sleepy offsprings and hitch
up their teams to leave for home.
,

,

.

•

I T«ra,s
The Brunells hitched up aT3 0ut two-thirty.
in the .^middle of a Money Musk when my "brother came to
say ""ife 're leaving." There wes nothing to do except to
To this, day I
leave my partner in the set and go.
don't know if somehody took my place.

did not talk much on the way home. Everyone
The smaller
out with noise and exercise.
children snuggled thankfully on the "blanket -covered
hay and went to sleep. Any conversation was a"bout the
fine evening and wonderful party.
STe

was tired

As we started up the last hill, the moon had retreated into the western sky. Davm with a faint light
hovered over the tree-clad hills. Birds hegan r. faint
twittering as 'the weary horses plodded slov/ly the last
As we all climlied out at our house and helped
mile.
sleeping younger children, we had time to
uriicfid the
say, "T??e heard a"bout another dance, so let's plan to
go to that."
"

"

Our neighbors said good-night, and Mr Bnmell
clucked to the team. Tfe noticed the pink "beginning to
There wag a short rest now
show in the eastern sky.
for families "before starting once r:ore the l?>."bor of
the coming day.
(A true story from folklore department
of Vermont History, April., 1955)

e
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LOUISE ¥IMSTOH

The futTire looked "black indeed to Heybie Gaudreau
few weeks ago when fire comDletsly destroyed his
home while he wri.s away celling r. sq-ur^re dance. But it
didn't seem quite so bleak April 9th when more than
five hiondred sqiir^re; dance friends jnnnned th*? Whltimnj
Mass. To^:7n Hall to lend a helping hand by donr-.ting the
entire prodeeds of the prrty to the Gaiidreau family.
V

So many South Shore groups vrc:,nted to run benefit
dances that it was thought necesscry to form a steering committee in order to avoid conflicts.
It was decided to put 8.11 the enthusiasm and efforts of the
whole area into one big drunce rather than to dissipate
5?his
it in a series of x>ossibly conflicting events,
cpmmittsa ^^-s composed of the following:, Lou Se G-iiigor
Brown; Eoi'i/ard &, Marion Ei:^ue; Dick
Gladys Keith; Al
&
Barbara
Popp; Leon &
Marguerite
I^cMorrow.;
5/arren
&_
Louise Thomas; Charlie & Bertha Baldwin.
<fe

So many dancers turned out for the benefit that
it was necessary to open the downstairs hall with the
callers alternating between the two places.. Callers
who donated their services were: Charlie Baldv/in, G-ordon Barnes., Bill Baxter, Howard Bentley, Dudley Briggs

Dick Davis, Bob Johnson, Dick Keith, '/in Kilroy, Charlie Lincoln, Cliff Loveliss, Ruth Metcr.lf, Millie KcCann, Roy Perry, Warren Popp, Howr.rd Switzer, Dr C,C.
Williams and Louise Ifinston.

A mammoth

..greeting card, designed by Howard Met-

calf, was signed "by most of those present, expressing
wishes to the G-audreaus in the reconstruction of
their home. This ds.nce in I'Jhitman, an earlier one run
"by Iferren Popp in East on, and donations to the fund hy
various groups and individijals raised over one thousand dollars tov.'ard the rehuilding and helped express
family the warm
in some measure to Herhie- and his
friendliness their square dance friends feel for them.
'

"best

Music for dancing v/a,s given "by Earl Davis's "DoSi-Doers, Dick ITeith's Ifest- Bridge water RamlDlers, and
Charlie Bardwin^s Country Dance .Seranaders Additix)nal musicians Sd Eoenig and Art (^uinlan of Boston and
a couple from Taunton, sat in during the evening- of
non-stop dancing.
.
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THEM?

What is more relaxing - what is more pleasant what is more rhythmic than a good singing ca,ll? Nothing.
Let's analyse the first singing calls we everhes.rd; traditional - real
traditional, not synthetic
traditional - singing calls that have stood the v/8a,r
a:nd tear of time, yet so
simple that even a hahy can
understand them. Something made them live - what is it?

YOUR H^IRST Om - Eattycake pattj/cake, "baker's man
Pat it B.nd roll it as thin as you can.

8

The first word is the command word in the simplest of English, the 'balance in timing sylla'bles.

YOUR SECOND ONE
Rocka'bye "balDy in the tree top
yhen the wind "blows the cradle will rock
When the "bo^jgh "breaks the cradle will fall
And down will come hahy, cradle and all

The command words again fit the foregoing descrip
tlon, hut in this one a little telegraphing is done to
prepare the "bahy^s mind for the quiisk dip dovm. Sing
this two or three times to a year-old hahy in yoiir
arms, performing the action.
You will note that the
yoTingster, a"bout the
third time, will reach for the
nearest thing it can grah - if you^re a gramp, for
your cigars or pencil - whan you telegraph "cradle
will drop."

YOUR THIRD OKS

fi^&:M^^A

'^^r /"-.
King around the Rosy
\X/
^-V^^-Pocket full of Posie
Hopscotch, hopscotch, all fall down.

Wn&t a reii^rka"ble joh of clear commands » simple
English,- and telegra^'>hing, and you must ad|nit_so plain
and clear thFt even a ^ year old can understand it. If
you don't l)elieve that, just look out any window any
spring day at any group of lesft-than-^ochool-'age kids*

¥ow let^s look over some of the good singing
calls as done "by our Hew Hampshire callers and others:
BELl. BOTTOM TROUSERS as called "by Boh Bennett. Boh fol
lows- the "basic rules a'bove and adds a little audience
singing.
Contagions enthusiasm is created and a good
time enjoyed hy everyone.

irnm THE WORK'S ALL DONE THIS FALL hy Prank Fortune.
This fastee with several tricky twists is directed "by
Prank to a full hall generously sprinkled vxith greeni^s in such a "basic manner that rarely does a set ^et

9

loused up "because Prank follows the rliles of all good
singing calls. Time has taught hiiD how a singing call
should "be worded to make it click.

GOLBSN SLIPPERS hy ^ene (Rowing. ITov' don't everybody
tell me at once that &ene_is a- prompt caller. liftien
this pattern was v/edded to this tune ahout 20 y^ars
ago. Gene developed a routine of words, carefully selected and properly placed, that so well fit the afore
mentioned pattern and tune the dancers get the illusion they are dancing to a singing call. A masterpiece
of workmanship.
S^^NSE RIVER" by Mac McZendrick.
Let's, slip down into
Pennsylvania for a minute and study this "bit of singing calling that "became tiifaditional the first time Mac
called it, llo need going over the words nor the timing
for any pne who has been to four square dances has
done it at least once and has without effort learned
ISTot
the wording.
one deviation from the* basic rules
and Stephen Collins Poster should be very happy to
have a librettist of Mac's P.bility.

RGS3 OP SAE

Amam

by Leo Guimond. Combine one of the
best voices in New England with a pleas ingr rapid
dance tliat borders on a w-.^stern;, worded properly, and
what have you got? ¥ny a dance you don't get tired of
though you' nieet it night after night.
iiSLLIl GRAY by Ralph Page. I don't know who
first adapted this simple dancep.ble pattern to the la-ment for the old slave ms-mmy Nellie Gray, but those
who hpve never heard Ralph close &. dance with this
have never really square danced. How easy and plain
the calls; how well they fit the music: " Pirst couple
to the right and balance with, the two," etc, etc- liThat
xTev7 England square doesn't know it by heart?

DARLINCt

'

There are other good singing calls such as:

RED RIVER TALLEY
jyiARGHIl^G THROUGH GEORGIA
;v'EriRIN' OP TEE GREEIT-

.

-

.LITTLE.OLD LOG GA3'IN
COMIN' 'ROmTI)' THE MOUNTAnr^

MY LITTLE. GIRL

1«-

OCMN

JINaLS BKLLS

i/AYE

'

BSCAUS3'

-

'

many

and

such as:

inoi*e,

.

including

some good new ones

.

THE MD OF THE !;GRLD
UP YOm H5iART....
HSAHT OF MY- HSAJIT
OLD lALL RIYSR. LDIE
TIL'

OFIEN

.

CRAwmD som

.

,

,
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'

'
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DEAE aODl will you pleaBe shut
off the uni'/anted supply of unrh;!'i;hniic, raucous noises,
tha.t haTe "been attached to some of our familiar
tunes
of late?
The scientists are accomplishing miracles.-today, Tjut so far none of them ha,Te Tseen aole to
change the hasic laws of physics nor chemistry. They
have merely found new -we^js of applying the laws. Unfortunately, this new crop of so-called creative callers are not scientists., nor do they understand choreography, rhythm nor at timss I douht English, for they
certainly Yiolate all three, and worst of all, the
"basic laws of our nursery rhymes which were the "beginning of our singing cs.lls.
-l'*m -tol^ that^ this
menia for getting there fustest with.'th^v c^raziest is a. passing ;^ase, and I hope
the tellers are correct for I am sick 'n tired of "being told "Don*t Bring Xulu" to the "liarktown Strutters
Ball" else "Mexican Joe" will make me a "Ghost Sideo"
In the Sky."

'

/$^-'

•

•

THISA &"THATA FROM HERSA

A TEMM.

Hail to the Kew Hampshire caller who found himself d-jxing the past' 6-8 months. For years a good caller with far "better than average knowledge(hasic)he suddenly found he could stick to the tradition he revered
so, highly, yet
inject that little something into his
dances which lifted them from the ordinary to the exceptional. Mhere did he do it? Way In his introduction.

,

11
It seems to me he has hit the top
recognized nationally,

iDreaks and closings.

and soon will

"be

fihtihhhhriHtiriHiHhfiHHrfl'

Osgood v^s siirprised when he retnrned home
Bol)
from the east to his native California to he asked "byArt Meecham, Secretary of the Contramigos, a cliil> in
Pasadena dedicated to contra dancing, hov; he liked eat
ing pie for "breakfast without tools - an old New England custom you know ~ learned while visiting
the
Pages. There's pipelines. Boh, pipelines J

Not too long ago I danced at a clu'b dance and after much coaxing the caller condescended to "u^e a sing
ing call. He closed this with the remark "There ^s yo-jr.
singing call "but it is the only one you'll get tonight"
Ke seemed to have completely forgotten, if he ever
knew, the relationship that exists "between the buyer
and the seller. The buyer can go elsewhere you know.

oooocoooooooooonoooooo

Am getting quits a "hoot out of that feud thp,t is
raging in snother good sq-'iB-re dance publication between two of our Hew Ha.mpshire laddies, I don't know
what they are i3ot-shottirig each other about but it
sure makes goo:L reading.

Took a ride up into the ski country -for ^^. while
sliding down and getting ha-uled up early this winter,
Jouud a local squs.re dance on Saturday night and as I
was buying my ticket heard a voice I want to but can't
forget calling a poor larceny of G-ene Sowing's "Marching Through Georgia." Some fellow with initials in his
alias same as in Pasty Poetry, .should-, stick to pasty
poetry and abandon attempting- to callo That's all for
novj; keep 'em swingin*.
#Xo-*#Xo-*#:'aoo--*-#7fE^oo--**7i¥3C-:oo-~**T^XXOO--**#xx
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Having attended the !Tew England Folk Festitral and
the usijal varied program and meeting old
friends v.^ retiirned home to find a desk ftill of corres
pondence from other ps.rts of the country including reports on other festivals.
e.njoyed

A letter from Rickey Holden reveals thpt tlie "'irginia Folk Festival at Charlottesville April 2nd want
over good although festivals are soiT]ewh??.t new to these
people.- Rickey has accepted a' date i-'ith the Recreation
Department. of\ the city, of Richmond for their a-nnual
Recreation & Park Week out-door squa.re dance hoedov/n
at B-yrd. Park, Thursday, May 26th.
,

"

Dropped in

•.

Folk

,at

Dance

House on my

home

wEij

from. Yirginia last' month and found Don Armstrong doing
a one night stand while in New York on "business, Don
will head up the Annual' Minnesota Folk Dance Federation C pnve nt i oh , June 3
Don
^t Biont e vide o Minn »
is also, on. the _ staff of the-' Maine Folk Dance Gamp at
Bridgeton,' June 11;- 24,' as well as the New Hampshire
riamp the last of August;
'

.

^5

,.

OrXis
Walsh has returned t-o the Cape after a successful season with Don Armstrong at Danceland in Flo.

,

.
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rida.
ChoT«7der

.

will take up the duties as caller for the
Club starting in May.

G-us

Under the direction of Mrs. Louis Lean, plans are
nearing completion for 'the second annual Children's
Festival st BarnstalDle I-Iigh School, May 6th. Demonstra.
tion groups from a,ll villages on the Cape are invited
to participate and nany have already signed up. Adults
are invited to attend "but v/ill not be permitted to
dance.
Music I'lill he "by "Mel Von with Dick Anderson
heading yp a program of general dancing includir^
guest callers
.

The Saturday night dances at Genter'ville Elementary School have proved very popular and may continue
through May &. June with the same schedule of callers
including Dick Anderson, Jay Schofield and Quincj'- I'ewcomh.

Plans for the Seventh Annual Summer Festival are
being handled by Mrs. Louis Dean and will include the
regular out-door program at Sarnstable High School on
July 12th.

Jay Schofield reports that twelve sets dancr-i at
Eastham Town Hall an the first of a series of S^turaay
night dances to continue every first Satiu'day d-.iring
May & June and every Saturday night during July i- August, under the sponsorship of the Sastham Athletic Association.
.„
Thirty persons attended a gradup.ticn party at the
"Clubhouse" and received certificates for having completed the beginners class sponsored by the DennisSast Dennis Recreation' Commission. Dick Anderson v/as
presented with a gift of twenty-four pottery cups by
the class in appreciation of his work as
instructor.
Dick complimented the group for their loyalty and- attendance through many hardships encountered during-the
.term of instruction and parted with the friendly admon
ition that they continue dancing for a long time and
keep it always j'^jst for fijn.
'

.

,

.

•-

'

^

Many

square dancers on the Cape regret the pass-

,

14
ing of the late Mlliam I'/arreia who was a memher of the
several other dance groups
sihore mentioned class and
and love of sq-uare dancing
enthiisiasni
on the Gape. Kis
on. the flooi: vrill not he
his
absence
knew no eQTie.l aiid
tine.
forgotten for some
.

If a siibstit-ate
reporter submits next" month's
Cape news it will be because Dick and the Mrs are plan
ning a vacation trip to the great Northwest and v;ill
return the latter part of June to resume the re^gxdbar
summer schedule of dates.

-r^l
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FUDDS

(?i^

by JOm^ J. GARDNER
Once upon a time, there were two married couples
who lived in houses side hy side. Just for th^ sake of
giving them names, let ^s call them the i^idds and the
Dudds. They were just ordinary folk, yes-, the hus "bands
worked at just ordinary run-of-the-mill jobs, and the
wives^ "besides taking care of the housework, cases cf
the measels., m-umps and frequent, runny noses, fo\md
time t^o' sit in at meetings of the P.T.A, , the Ladies^
Guild or.' other such things that ladies will go to,
Neither husband ever- thought of assuming chainca^nship
or .any off ice of reSponsihility in connection with his
limited social or recreational outlets, nor did Mrs
Fudd.
There came- a day however, when "both couples were
invited t>y a mutual friend to attend an old-time dance
revival party.. vifith some skepticism both accepted the
invitation, and to their o-wn imrpria©, were doing, in
a matter of minutes only, and with the help of the
other friendly dancers on the floor, such square dance
,

-

'

.

.

niimbers as Dip and Dive, lady Hotind the lady; Cast Off
_Siz, and an occasional couple dance- such a? Rye .Waltz,
-^Finger Tanz,. Herr "'Schmidt , Circular Two-Step and the

Yes, they had loads of fun on that first
party and after thanking the friends who had invited
them, they inanediately "began ,to 'make plans for 'a "ba"by
fitter and what not in preps-ration for the nextrdance

Schottische,-

-•

.

.

night. Enth-QSiasm v.-as indelihly. v/ritten over a:ll t<fiir
"beaming faces.
Sure they were .tired, "but also they
were happy. ^. .. .a,nd they had met so many v/arm and
.

friendly people too J

_,

•

..

Party after pa.rty went "by; it was. aliAetys the same
good fun and the Fudds and the Dudds.were friends with
everyone. They had 'added quite a few dance numbers to
their repetoire and now considered themselves pretty
fair dancers, and Mrs Dudd hecame at times- a little re
luctant to dance with some of the other dancers who
were not quite so proficient as she thought herself to
"be. On some occasions, the caller for the program witnessed open snubhing of other dancers, "by Mrs Dudd. -.-Fol
lowing some of this snuh'bing .and, cold shouldering,- it
was also noted tha.t certain regular dancers hegs-n to
.miss attending as
frequently as usual- and i^n s.ome
eases., stopp&d coming altogether.
'

.

-

By this time, Mrs Dudd "became ahsolutely intolerant of all x>n the floor who were, not ahle to dancei^as
well as she could. She had also managed to "build up a
small clique of dancers over whom she held absolute
control and no memher of the cliquQ dared to "be a good'
sport without the threat of "bringing down the lash of
a vicious tongue onto his shculders.. Mr Dudd, an easygoing and all-around good Joe, had to ride along with
Mrs Di.idd as well as did the Fudds.
*

Pue cording

companies were issuing new platters fea
newly originated dances called hy newly risen
dani3e callers
who v/ere in an all out race.tiG outdo
each other in the matter of arrangement of more and
more complicated dances which opened the way for the
proponents of the rat race to drive an entering wedge
Into the '^o^'jBjre dance, thus eliminating the feeling of

turing

relaxation which was enjoyed so' much "by the Fudds and
Dudds and their friends- in= their first sq_mre dancing
"

.days,

Yes , there was a new dance
coining
out nearly
every day, and Mrs Budd^ being ver^^-^m^bit ions and fillei with a desire to oiitdo' every one else on the floor,
"began to attend programs of a club in .which no higinners were permitted, and only the- newest dances .QSed.
The f3nly teaching being done' was that which -vi^s .necessary in teaching the nev/est dance numhers, and the
caller had his hands full trying to explain' thein to
Mrs Dudd and her friends, "
,

After a few visits 'to this other club, Mrs DuddVs
clique couldno longer- have anything to do with "the
other dancers, and among them were many who had helped
the clique members to get "started. They refused to get
out on the floor for mixers,- left the floor during mixers and .openly refused to allow certain couples to
short one couple. 'They
fj.ll in their set when 'it was
also were .constant in th^ir demands for da,nce' nijmbers
done .in the "experienced 'dancer only" club, and which
they were now familiar with but none of the other dancers on the floor could do without a long v^lk-thro-ogh
process » .,-Mrs..-I)udd insisted on these drnces from time
to. time me rely..as a means of demonstrating her own pro,:ficiency over the other's, a'ni to satisfy her
own ego
in. so doing, and when the caller in charge cf the pro•gram refused to cater to the desires of the relatively
fevr dancers who
would dance the' requested number, Mrs
Dudd. became
higlrly indignant, and began conspiring
with one of the hew callers developed by the club in
an effort to form^.new club and perhaps, if possible,
to break up the parent club altogether..
.

-,

...The liew
establishing b. club
caller,-" desirous of
for himself witKout the need of doing any teaching
whatsoever, with ^the assistance of Mrs Ihidd and two
„,.,-..,„:^
--U
^ ^o-nr-f-.i-:-' f'roih
the
^-.,.'-

•

,.
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parent cliib on the premise that there would "be JIo Beginners To Help Out" and "Only Those JiRio Knew How To
Lance Well" wollM 'be welcome to memliership.

¥ith the "backing of one of the couples inYOlvei,
the "new ca.lle'r attempted to take over the program at
the same location, "but was turned down "by the management of tlie property. They attempted a pu"blic program
couldn't make it go in reat another dance hall, "but
gard to expenses even when they paid only one musician
in comps-rison to five that the parent clu'b was using
at each party. Finally, this club settled for a comhin
ation tavern and dancehall and continued to solicit
from two clu'bs 'ontil their quota of couples wa.s met
a"bout a year later.-

<"

/

^

/

i

f -/a
r-t

r

\

In the meantime, Mrs Dudd had "become mixed up in
another little club and in due time took.it over completely. The original mem'bers of this club were forced
out and a little private program that had "been arreinged for those whc wanted to do simple dances to fit the
average age of the group^ was completely renovated and
included only the latest record- dances the pianist of
the original -club "being dispensed with. The original
caller for this group also went the >jay of the piano
player, and a su"bstitute caller who was known to offer
his services most anyArhere at a considerahly less fee
than the generally recognized standsird, vjas hired for
the group which "by this time had "become ultra-exclmve
;

Today, this same group, inorder to maintain 'its
ezclusiveness and to cut expenses to match the means
of its leaders, now dances in the "backroom of a "barroom.
Yes, it*s really exclios ive . the group's scope
of influence can "be
confined within the narrow spe.ces
of the "back "bar-room and the wt-IIs of that room repre.

.

,
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sent the fence that has "been "built aronnd this group's
square dancing through the amhitions of just one dancer who wanted to 1)6 really high levels Do you think
she succeeded? She does I Yet the success of the parent
clut)
still is irksome to her; she did not succeed in
folding it up, even though there has heen considerable
da.mage done
to the^ progress of the sqimre daiice
throijighout the nation "by the inany Mips Dudds everywhere.
How many more of them are, at this time, also cooped
up by four close viialls which make their type of dancing so exclusive that just a little "back bar-room, or
cellar room can hold it?
Yes, they have brought it upon themselves and
have no right to gripe about their present predicament.

The above stciry is tni in fact; only
are fictitious. JJG

tJbe

names

XKZXXXXXXX3:XXXXO:XXXXXXX
Oh, Ea.st is Sast, and

ti/est

is

^ifest

And never the twain shall meet
Til ^arth and sky stand presently

-"

.

'

Ga Q=od 's f^reat Jus.gement seat
But there is neither S\^t nor 5fest,
Nor border breed nor birth
5feen two strong men face up to the mike,
Thoijgh they come from the ends of the earth!
Soice stupe loused up the jnaster's prompts
^ich lure re. the master *s pride-,
By hashing them with Ifestern breaks
A-putting them side by side.
But it miles with our Yankee call
As- vinegar does >ath milk.
A Yanitee caller prompteth you;
Sticks strictly to his last,
A-calling qua^drilles- old and new.
But too goddam fasti
He guides his dancers comf*>rtably
'All through an eve of fun,
Thea in the cloak roam and the John
His dancers say "1/ell done."
'.

'

"

.

,

,,
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The Western caller patters on,
You go like hell-a-whoopin'
^en midnight comes, as it always does,
Your fanny it is droopin'
Sut Western ds.ncing's also fun,
Though faster, that's for sure;
And the I^estern caller's quite a man
So long as he keeps it pure.
Now all this leads to that awful stupe
Ifeo has himself misled;
';^o tries to mix the East and ¥est
And kills his dancers dead.
Keep the East as East and the West as ¥est
To personal choice hetwixt 'em,
Eor they surely make a stinkin* mess
¥hen an amateur tries to mix *em.
So listen stupe, get on the hall
And give your calls a cleaning;
Do East as last and ¥est as West
But drs.w a line between 'em.
Eor East is East and West is vfest
And never the tvB.in should meet
Lest two strong men take turns at the mike
i/ith dancers on their feet;;Eor there is good -in West or- "Hfe-st,
Use each for what it's worth.
But do not mix them, in one dance
Let's settle doirm to earths
EAT PENDIIsG
,

^M'ED

-

GOPIIS OE OLD RECIPE EOOFS, THE PR I YAT SLY PRIJJTED
OITES, GATHERED TC-G-ETHSR BY LADIES' AID GROLTS
RE.
BSCKAHS CrR.ANaES CHWGHES ETC also EOLF TALES
EROM ALL SECTIONS OF THE LPJITSD STATES PUBLISHED
BY THE SAME OR SIMILAR GROLTS
,

,

,

,

.

Ralph Page. 182 Fer.rl St. Keene

,

¥.H.
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On Siinday evening, April 17, at the Congregational Church in L^nne, H.H. an appreciative congregation
joined, with the Hhythmic Choir of the Church of Christy
Hanover, in a "beaut iful evening service of worship.
Grace fill in their long white goT^ms eight girls of the
Hhythmic Choir presented a group of hymns and Kegro
spirituals, using fitting symbolic dance movement to
express the mood and feeling of the music and t'^rords.
,

The first hymn^ "Worship the Lord in tt^ beauty
Holiness," ws.s danced with axiiet dignity, fo^^lowed
"by a complete change of tempo for the joyous "Hejpi<Sd*,
For the Fegro spirltijal, ^'Jes-us
Ye Pure in Heart."
Walked This Lonesome Valley," the girls with white collars represented. Jesus, and those v/ith pink collars
all others who vjalk the valley. The fourth hymn, "liOien
movingly presented
I Survey the I/ondrous Cross." was
"by three girls personifying the three Marys,
The ser,vice concludai with an appalachian folk carol, "I Wonder As I Zander." Hobed in "blue gowns, four memhers of
the Rhythmic Choir feelingly expressed through
their
art of rhythmic movement the simple movement -and tenderness of this song.

of

Mrs

The Hanover group was accompanied at the organ "by
Donald Grover, and the Lyme Pilgrim Jell oxijs hip

'
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sang the hymns... People in attendance from Lyme, Hanover and The t ford were grate fijl for the opportunity ot
welcoming the Rhythmic Choir at Lyme, and all who are
familiar with the creative work of the dance choir extend congratulations to director Mrs Willis Rayt on
and her group.
The {T'irls in the Choir have "been learning to interpret religious ideas through symholic movements.
Some of the members have helped create parts in the
interpretation of the h^niins and have assisted each
In the fall, six of
other "by working in small groups.
the girls presented a vesper program at St Ma,rys in
Littleton, another in Lisbon, and then assisted in the
v/orship program at the Pilgrim Felloivship rally.
coo
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fPsychiatnc 3reatm.ent
by
-

CHARL^

E. ESTABO

•

Our experience with sqimre dancing at Worcester
State Hospital had its "beginnings in January, 195^
when the Worcester Pioneers put on an iHIxhihition of
squares for our patients at one of the regular monthly
dances.
There v;as a tremendo'jjs response when Harold
excellent local callers aslced our
f-lattson, one of o^jir
patients if they vj-ould form a few sets for which he
would call, i.Ahout seven sets responded and to me just
standing there in the "background, it was ohvious this
was going to, be a jnass of confusion, I don't think any
hall was more surprised than I, when the
one in the
patients carried out the calls as well as they did.
Their response was slow, hesitant, "but the experience
proved to them .that s^quare dancing could be enjoyable
and satisfying.

The next'-mPrning many. patients stopped by my office to tell me of the v/onderful time they had had at
the dance. Then they asked the question which was sure
to come, "IMhy canH we., have more square dancing?"
Their inquiry made us realize that the interest which
had been aroused could be of thers-peutic value.
The first step

necessary

ia^-s

for

someone on the
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.

hospital staff to know how to square dance and then to
learn to call well eno-agh to teach the patients to
dance. Miss Elinor Richardson of the O.T.( Occupational
Therapy) Department and I expressed interest in organizing and conducting squs.re dance groiips at the hospital and began to attend "beginner »s classes. As the sum
mer months were too vjarm for sq^os-re dancing, it gave
me an opportunity to practice calling under the supervision of Mr. Harold Matt son.
confident and we
In the fall I felt a "bit more
held our first square dance. Again we were greatly sur
prised and pleased at the response.. The patients learn
ed rapidly, though they were a "bit confused at the
However, their confusion was not unlike any
onset.
other beginners class.

Many patients hesitated to pfi.rtiGipste because
they stated they had never square danced before, but
when I announced that I had never called before and
that we cculd learn together, it seemed to be a welA' surprising n^Jimber of chronic
comed word to many.
patients responded, and it v/s.s also noticed that many
of the older ones must have square danced many years
ago, but had forgotten, perhaps because of their long
hospitalization. The younger group of patients- caught
on very quickly and after a few nights they were good"
enough to put on an exhibition, for -the other patients.
We have anywhere from six to nine- sets on the floor at
JSaeh evening the basic steps are taught and
one time.
then repeated over and over. Gradua,lly new figures are
introduced.
To aid us in teaching, we invited student nurses
student occupational therapists affiliating at
thip hospital.
They Wf^re asked to encourage the "sit

and
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downers" and to scatter themselves thro-aghout the sets..
We feel their assistance and cooperation has "been of
treme^o\is value.

J

^i

I coiild psriiaps cite raany cases where SQ-uare dancing has helped the individ-us.l patient.
However, I
would rather discuss briefly vhat it has done to aid
the group in general. Squs.re dancing creates an atmosphere of socialisation in which freedom of hody movement is- encouraged. The patient must res^in alert and
give some thought as to VJhat the caller means when he
says "promenade., comer swing", etc»
.

The dances are open to all patients in any ^aard
who ..want to cone. The more disturbed patients at present are not invited because it is felt that they
would only disrupt the organization, i^e have not had
any incident that required the removal of any pa.tient
from the hall. They beiiave v/ell in this relaxed atmosphere with a. minimum of supervision.

At present the square dances a,re held, every other
week in the hospital auditorium from 7 to 8:^5 P.M.
Though this is a square dance night, we will play one
One of
or two ^".altses and perhaps, a couple of polkas.
the methods of getting shy .patients onto the floor is
to play a' vraltz. ¥hile they are up v/e ask them to
form sets, and I announce that I \j111 teach a simple
to
Many i^.tients will remain on the floor
dance.
square dance v/ho did not participate earlier in the
Another method .is the formation of large
evening.
circles.

The maxijnum of contacts for the patients are

provided by mixing sets and changing partners of ton.
When many patients start dancing there is an obthe
They' cannot relate
lack of coordination.
call to the movements required, buf as the evening pro-

-^^^ioTis

.
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gresses, these patients may "be seen
calls and developing. coordination.

follawing the

The doctors feel that sqiiare dancing has helped
many patients and have often prescriheiL this as part
of their treatment, Sqiiare dancing is one of the means
•used in frying to
arouse the patients from the apathy
into which they have sunk.
While he concentrates on
the calls the patient must think of something outside
himself and the hospital- sit\iati«n. He will get the
feeling of "being needed and ^.'Ithout his cooperation
the s^t would he unahle to dance Successfully. The
patient may also feel cspahle of teaching other j^.tients in his set therehy promoting self-esteem,
'

.

situations in v/hich a withdrawn patient
response to his partner or corner lady. The chances of his laughing are good Tjecs-use
of the mixing up and general confusion that is half
the fun of square dancing. The informal situation relaxes ma.ny tense, or frightened patients as well as
stimulating many of those who are depressed and with¥e find

Qay

"begin to speak in

dr8:wn
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As a caller, one of the things- I realized v^^g
It
that each dance must "be slowed down a few "beats.
v/ill take longer for mental patients to grasp the call
and to follow it throughEven making allov/ances for
this, I noticed that several sets were still dancing
at different speeds regardless of the music.
I would
then pick out a set v/hich I considered ah out medium
speed and v/ould call for them. This meant slowing down
a few sets and speeding- up a few more, "but for the
most part this was ah out, the only way to keep the sets
in a minimum state of confusion and continue dancing.
In other words, the patients must he allowed to reguThough we do not consider
late the speed of a dance.
it therapeutics.lly signific^.nt perhaps in time we may
increase the speed of our pa,tients and
T>e ahle to
music,
,

.
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Understanding the problems of mental- patient's is
essential'in conducting and organizing sqimre dancing,
within a hospital of this type* The awareness of possilile unexpected oufbursts on^-the-part of 'the
patients
mtist be .handled in a manne.r which, is- not disturhing to
the group. Since the mtients reaot to the attitude of.
the caller, it is important that he. "transfer a feelring of relaxation.
-

•

dancing in a .mental hbayital should have
encouragement and "..support of all departments...
every member «f" the treatment team' - doctors, nurses,
and attendaiits all play p. -rital mrt in encouraging
the patients to jB.rticip8.te.
Though our program is.
still fa.irly new, we expect to see it grow as the
months go on -for we feel it is -extremely worthviiile
S(ius.re

'

.

the

'

***

A short background on Mr Estano from Miss Elinor Hichardson: "Mr. Sstano has been in this t^pe of hospital
for several. 'years . Since coming to Woroester State Hospital he has had charge of the Industrial Therapy program for all of the male patients within the hospital.
His relationships with patients are noted throughout
the hospital as one of kindliness, and continual considf ration of their needs and feeling.
On many occasions he has undertaken various types of projects in
Sn attempt to find therapeutic outlests for the patients..
Th0..'sq.iia5*lr- dance program, is an excellent ex'ample of this
for' ''although recreation does not come
•jonder his diities , -he- felt that the patients vroiild benefit in many -ways 'by active part icimt ion in equare
--.- dancing."
.

,

'

^
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Revere, Mass. has a
FOI^ 'nLilt^R LA33L recordings. The B5ST.
in folk and'- Square dance records
No mail orders.

'Ti^D SAl«^i:'^Jifrvl6--P-leasant'St-.

•full line of
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Praise 'pearS- to be soimething a person tells you about
yourself that' you ''Ve ".suspected all along.

Politicians inva.riably develop

txvo

faces.
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In the Heart of the Berkshires
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DIRECTED 3Y
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CRARLIE BALD'flN
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August 29 to SeptemlDer 5
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LEADERS
Chsxlie Baldwiu; Jim Srower; Dick Doyle; Paxil
and Oretel Dmising;
G-rant
and i^arion Longley;
Me.c McEendrick.
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England Contras; Eolk Dancing; American
Couple; Eastern Singing Calls; Western Sq^uares
Compre hens ire Callers' Course.
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JEor Dancers, (Jailers, Teachers, Recreational Leader rs.|

Bring

i
i
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IChildren's Program

under professional leadership.
Beautiful setting - Excellent food - friendly
people - unsurpassed leadership.
For information and "brochure

R.

write to

Director Adult Program Department,
Huntington Avenue Branch, Boston TMCA
3 16 Hunt i ngt on Aire nue
B OS t on> Mas s a chus e 1 1 s
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NEWS
HAROLD KIAHNSJY
'Jhen Spring comes to Maine, not only dc the
trees and shrubs come to a new life - also the
sq-us.re dance organizations. This Spring seems-,
to "be "biisier than "before and groups all over •;••.
the state are taking on a new lease of life.

;.

,'.'.

%^-'

Usually Marie and I have mostly pri'/ste
dances,' "but this year we have had a gre^t
/ .••...;
'..' .^'
IJot
are
only
we
many pu^blic dances also.
school
aiid
ch-jrch
having our regular private
dances, in the lifilton-Farmirigton-Skowhegan area, hut we
"now have; three- regular pulDlic dances and all are
well
j*

attended.
This last month we had regular dances at Hew Sharon and Starks - "both Sfemily ITights - and Fairfield.
These are all regularly scheduled dances. ¥e also have
had dances in Temple for the Grange and this too is go
ihg to he a regularly scheduled dance after the middle
-if 'May,
or as soon as we can arrange dates. At farming
tan Community Center for the "benefit of the "base"ball
-team, arid a' Senefit Multiple Sclerosis dance at the
ITew Sharcn High School. The attendance toe has "been in
creasing and we seldom have a da.nce with less than 75

i
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people. Not

"bad

for coimtry areas.

Well, it*s almost time for the CTunlDerland County
Recreation Co-uncil*s Folk Festival, May 14.
Sfe
have
heard from a great many callers who are going to "be
present, and take groups to demonstrate, TJnf ortmiately
Marie and I can't "be vrith them this year.

Had a note from Howdy Richardson of A-ogiista, who
has just ended his third ten weeks course in square
and contra dancing for adults.
Howdy is a real fine
teacher - uses the Durlacher system and records. Hs i«
the State Director of Recreation and Physical Education Department, and is doing a good jo"b of giving
this form of recreation to the school systems all over
the state.

Roy

Hillman in Hianford has had a great d.esl of
this winter so hasn't had any ds,nces since
last Fe'brus.ry, Ife all look: forward to. seeing him hack
with his' Institute Group at Rumford "before long.
sickness

Boh Brundage called for the Dedhara Folk Dance
Group, This was their first outsidv3 caller this --dnter.
They generally dance every other Saturday to their owjiicallers.

Colon MacDonald has been really gettii^ arouiid
this Spring: April 2 - Portland; April 10 - Au"bi2riij
April 9 - Bucks Mills., Have never heard Colon hut I am
told that he is a very fine caller.

And

I

guess that Just a"bout does it for now.
-
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Recession - a period v/hen peo"'3le stop feeding the cows
and then wonder why there are no johs for milkers.

An old timer told us the youngsters of today have it
pretty soft - real soft paper for their noses - he had
to use his old rough coat sleeve.

—
3©
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V.L{ro\cce6 y^ig

Suggested music -'The Priest in his Boots
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Original "by "Duke" Killer - .first .celled two. years ago
active
-"but revised to present form. Couples 1-3-5 etc
and cross over "before dance starts,.

Balance and -swing th©-^ one "below
Active couple^.. -do:. si-; do
Allemande left the one you svrung
And "balance foxor •in.-idne -- -Uow DIYOHGS
Ladles this way,- men. go that- ..
....
Turn around and the other vjay "back
Allemande left the one you svjung
And the same two ladies chain

.
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On "ladies this way, etc" - everybody even the inactives at, end of-. the lines, promenade, ladies to^ward the
caller and men away from caller. Should go six small
steps, turn on 7 & 8. If the promenade is done as above the second alleme-nde left is not awkward.
,

.

SQUAf^E DAjNC£
"SO^'fflBODY

An original dance
Windsor EecOrd

"by

OOOFSD"

Ruth St i Hi on, Coos Bay, Oregon.

#71^0

Note to dancers: The following ca.lls von't mean a
thing to you when you get into the dance. A detailed
explanation of each figure would only spoil your fun.
We siiggest th^'-t you pay up yeur insurance, lay ]jack
your ears ^.. and hope for the "best. You are supposed
to end up with yoxir original partner, "but it won't "b©
the end of western ciyilization if you don't.

The head

tv/o,

a right and left through, sides you d*

the saiue
The head two, a right and left back, sides do it agaist
All four couples right and left... grand around the ring
You meet your corner maid and promenade, and everybody
sing.
Somebody goofed, somebody goofed
^fe don't know who it was... but somebody goofed.

Allemande left, the ladles star, the gentlemen promenade
Allemande left, the gentlemen star, the ladies promenade
Allemande left the corner girl, do si do your own
Find your right hand lady, boys, and promenade her
home
Someboc'y goofed, etc*

^.
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Swing the one across the hall, v/ink at the corner gal
Star right hack and 'turn your ovm, a left Jisiid r.bimd
rjo-UT pal
Do si do yo-ar corners all, halance to your- owd.
Find the one who winked 8.t you, and promenade" the'; hall
,

.

Chorus:

.

..

.

-

'

•_

-

The fovT gents lead to the right, Ualanee to that gal
Pass the one "behind you, a left to the corner... pal
Star right across the set, a left hand round her there
Mnd the oiie you- "balanced to, and promena.de the square
Chorus :,....

Swing the corner lady, sv/ing her round and round
Swing the next one do>«m the line, bounce her up 8s down
G-o "back home a,nd swing your o^m, now listen to the call
Find the one you. haven't swung, and promenade the hall
Chorus
:

-.

•

.-

Allemande left the corners, then do al. allemande' thar
G-o right and left and then the gentlemen., -form a right
hand star
Shoot the. star,, go all the way, do si corners all'
t; he
Find the -one you. had in the star, .^^nd promenade
^

•

'

'

.

Chorus

:

. . .

ha.ll.

^

.

0'BoW'low to your partner, sv/ing the corner high
Allemande left in the usual way, and pass your part'^ ••
:
,v
.._.:
ner "by
- r.. Do -si -do-the
next one, she o'oght to "be your o-^m
'-.- Find- .the one who ps.ssed you "by, and promenade her
....

..

:.

-..

.

.

home.
Chorus.: .....

_.^-_.,,,

-•

..

.

Sing the chnrus during the promenade, if you went to.
otherwise, just listen to the music .and fight your, ovjn
'
confusion.
•

Making:. new
0-nes

'

over.-,-

:mi:^ takes,
-

-

is not as "bad as

making the old
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As time rocks on, "xirords da- ruoib. change^ "but often
their meanings do. This is largely due to a, colloquial
use.
For example, take the little word "tip", common
Iilhere did it come
in everyday square dance language.
from? What does it mean? This little word means something different today than what it did soiae 6Q years
-A few
dancers are familiar with its origin and
why it is used like it is.
Yet, and this may "be surprising, there are areas in the Southwest that do not
use_ this te?:m. Its meaning dates hack to the days when
the caller (hefore l^le public address system) was the
fiddler..
With a chew of tohacco in his mouth and his
fiddle in the crook of his arm, he vjould play and call
at no fixed fee.
He place'd his hat in a convenient
place to serve, as a "kitty." Ajid ©f course, every-oh©
knew that it .was customary to "Tip the fiddlsr," He
naturally played and called a little more as each contrihution urged him on., So, these dance periods "between his pause or "break "became knov/n.as. the "tip danced;" each tip meaning more dancing, thus, came the
word "tip" into our squE.re dance movement,
•

Today the "tip" does not refer to money, hut is
the time spent in dalife^Big:. These tips are usually made
of one or two patter ca'^s and one singing call; however,, this is left to the jiidgemient of the caller.
-
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The Sqoiare D^jice, not' many years ago relegated to
"back areas and folk dance"- groups,- now prolia^bly has
more fans than the Mam'bo. Aiid, hy and large, the Caller ^s "Allemande Left" and Bow to your ps.rtner" are executed "by dancers wearing the colorfiil loxv-priced cas•ual clothing turned out "by the work-garment firms.....
Today, such factors as suhurhan living, do-it-yourself,
and sq-uare dancing are continued good ne>/s to workclothes .firms ..... . . overall- mills now feature "budget
sportswear fpr Heens and square dancers..
'

-«'.• WALL
":

^""."
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LIYl MUSIC

It is quits an experience novr to dance at differDanci^s is. different parts of England and to
Barn
ent
hear the astpnishing quantity and variety of dance
tunes now "being used. Occasionally I raise my voice,
such a tune is British or
and"' question if
siich and
folk. Even if there, are some "outsiders" one must welplay-i^ealth of dqnce ^tunes .now reaching the
c'oiHe -the
"but they
also snjoy
new tune set to an old dance.
Th^V 'nituraliy prefer a l^and \to start '^'ith the "proper" ^ti5e"as'they would call it.. It is the famllis,r.
the
s.S'&bciat'don of tune and dance: .sjovement that puts
right action without any /3.fdanGer^,s''])'ody into the
Once, the dance has got going and the
f^rt .of- Tuemory.
rhythmlcs^l sequence of steps and 'figures has established itself, then a change of tune may he as stimulating for the d£Lncers..as it is- refreshing for the

ers

Dancers like the old ones

i-

t-h'e'

experience

'

^a

'

'

players."

'

'

_.

....•-

.

think that some "bands might be
Per^qnaily.i i
Admitmore disdriininating in their choice of tunes*
that
a
is , in
.certain
tune
.be
.easy
to
tedly it is not
M«rris
famous
dance
tunes
our
Many
of
fact, "folk."
furthermore,
songs;
tastes
popular
as
life
started
vary and one doesnH want to be to» fussy. I would
say "I'lhen in doubt leave it out." It isn*t as if
-

'
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were an acute shortage of tianes .
On the contrary there is an immense store of real folk material availalDle that has the first claim on oxir attention.
One minor ohjection that I have to the OTer-employment of "new" times, is that the players themselves are still proha'bly "reading" them and have
not reached the stage of feeling them.
Unless the
tune is already inside them they cannot give enough
of their attention to "playing to the dancers" v;hich
is their medn function.
Their "newly-read" music in
fact cannot yet he res.lly "alive."
tliJere

Experienced players do use scores, of course,
to remind them, hut their attention is not so wrapped up in the score that they fail to give attention
to the actions and r^.actions on the floor.
It is only when a hand is set free fre® a routine
v/hether written, or engraved on the mind from sheer
hahit., that its
memhers can play with the spontaneity
and inspirs.tion that kindles the "live" reaction in
the dancers. Anything less alive and. creative- differs
little from the- fixed interpretation of the gramophone
recording,. No. matter how good a record may "be, it must
s.lifi's.ys sound the
same and so suffers "by compsriuoit
with a "live" sound even if the "live" sound is :;'rf>duced hy less skillful players.
We usually say r^hat
a good record is "better than a "bad musician, "but never

theless for a Barn Dance or other public occasion we
would rather have real live music than the "best record.

Douglas Kennedy in ENGLISH DA-NCS AND SONG
Vol. XIX No. 5
xxxxxzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
"HJhat did you give for that horse, neighhor?" "My note"
"Well, that \^'^,s certainly cheap enough I"
xxxxxxxxx
There usta he a time when you kissed a girl you coul4
taste nuthin* hut the girl - end yer whiskers >farn^t
all smeared up, neither I
xxxxxx
Money, however, is the jaak of all trades.
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Dancers

'
.^:\

'"

donH aim

to njsli the seaeon nene, "but it is
fore" long and you'll love to trysome of these "Vecipes from Carl Knox^ Atlanta., G-eorgia,

¥e

going to

"be

siiinmer

T;)e

SOASTSD CORN
rectill very distinctly?- eating corn that my
I can
mother roast'ed/in the oven, "but never did I eat It
roasted in the^ shuck until just a fei-/ years ago. Here

Is the

v.'S.y

Wcook

it:

Be sure to' h&Ve plenty of hot coals, preferably
in a harhecue'^'Turhace over_ which there is s.n open
griir 3 or 5 inches" ahave the coals. Rush- the corn
fresh from th^^ ""garden to the grill, dip each ear in
water, then T)j^ace it on the grill.
As soon as' the
shuck "begins "6^0 "char, tiirn the eg-r and. let other side
char. Remove remaining shucks and h_i;ush off siU^, and
if corn is not ""^toasted, put hack on grill until it is
A, little melted hutt era salt and
slightly hroi/jned*
pepper, and it's ready to eat, thopgh many fclfe prefer to eat it Just as is without salt or "butter. Avoid
putting too many ears on. the .fire at once as the great
amount of steam driven off will smjother the coals.
.

.
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WILD PLUM JAM
I associate wild pl-um. jam \-flth. my early childhood
since my Mother iised to make it and serve it with hot
Tifild plum xisiaally ripens a few days earlier
"biscuits,
than "black"berries and are a very welcome addition to
the pantry,

G-ather ripe pl-um6., wash, and put on stove in covered kettle to "boil, adding ahout two cups of water to
each gallon of fruit* Cook for about five minutes aftMeasure^ suid foif each fourer fruit "begins to hoil^
cups of fruit, add three cups of sugar. Cook to consis
tency of jam.
Leave peels and pits in Jam* Hot hiscuits are a "must",
'

SaLLY-POLLYS
(Rhymes with roll, not doll)
IJo douht
every person's mother &ade some special
dish or delicacy that he associates w±th his early
childhood. Roily-Pollys were always a favorite 'at my
house. Here is the way my mother made themi
.

Roll out "biscuit dough in o"bl<'ng shape. Spread
with paste made of sugar, "butter, and nutmeg, using
one cup hutter, two cups sugar, and generoxs amount of
ground nutmeg.
Spread fairly thick, roll up as jelly
roll and cut in rolls alDout "three -q.u8.rters inch thick.
Put in haking pan and hake in oven ah out ^0^"P until
slightly "brown.
The "butter and s-u^.r make a "butterscotch filling. Just make sure you have enou^ on hand
to go around a second time I
A nice addition: to the
paste is raisins.'
3R0t<flI

SUGAR SAUCE

Having to prepare meals for ten children, my moth
of necessity had to take short cuts,'
Here is- the
sauce she made to serve on apple dumplings, "black"berry
dumplings, and blue"berry deep-dish pie:

er,

xc one cup

sweet or sour cream, add one half cup

.
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o-ugar, and one half, teaspoonfnl
nut meg( more or
less as desired). Stir to dissolve sugar.. Do not heat.

XXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXO OOOOOOOOOOOO 0XlDCKXJCfJXXliXT^zarKXlO:X

EREM - Swedish ^ '•'/:

•

-.;.

2 6ups- grape juice
2ti)S.. Gorjistarch
"
2 t"bs « sugar
juice.
Comliine cornstarch and sugar
a- little cold grape Juice.
Add hot

,

.

Heat gr§,p^_
and moisten x-;it,h
grape Juice. Replace on heat and "boil until thickened.
It v/ill
neTGvr "be very 'thick. Serve very cord, with or
without creamy and with a small cookie

SCOTCH

som

scbicss'

'

-

2 cups sifted flaur
1'2 tsp. "baking soda
-|-

cup shortening

,;

'
.

^ tsp. soda
2'

tsp. salt

1 cup cold "buttermilk

Roll out, cut in ti-iangles
top of stove in ungreased griddle.

Comhine.' ingredients.

and cook

on;

TC^IATO A}© GH]ilESE;SPR:^I3 - Irish

-

2 cups toraaftQes- /
^ cup giated cheese( strong)
1 sirall dtiion finely chapped
"broi^vTied bread crum'bs
Peal ttjmatoes' and mash. Add cheese and onion. Add
sufficient "bread crumhs to m£vke of a consistency to
spread. Season with salt and, pepper; Use as a spread
for thin" ss.ndwiches 'served with tea.

STSWID FRUIT Ais ''OUSTARD - Irish'

'

,

'
,

Place fresh fruit in a shallow "baking pan- Sprink
Cover with 2-J- inch square pieces of
pastry. Bake until fruit is tender and pastry cooked.
Serve with soft, "boiled custard.
le with sugar.

«-»«-»«-»
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HORSE

That Wednesday the new year 1955 wa-s five days
old; year-end details were imder control, good tiiae as
any for a friendly visit.
I got Selah on the ^phon$
old him how glad I was t o have heard that his Say
of the Year on Monday hs.d "been highly successful.
He
admitted, sort of, that the neighbors had made "quiter-to-do", then quickly added, "i-lhat^s keepin'ye? Be'n
stay in' away too long."

and

t

Auspicious start right there; I took the hint.,
and in a few minutes I drove into. the dooryard of the
George farm. Selah lost no time in easing the vs-y into
the sitting room.
The -oreliminaries were little more
casual
than
mention of the pleasant event two days "beneighbors' show of interest - the neighand
the
fore,
"bors "q.uite-r-to-do" must have "been., honestly reported,
all of "Qaite-r-consider'hal-to-to", good pr*etice for
next year's ninetieth.
Selah
However, "birthdays soon wore thin, and
that
fella,
a"bout
that
switched clea.r and clean: "*fliat
from
day?"
"Oh,
fella
prompter, you had in here one
his
talk",
"be,
from
Keene?" I guessed, "^fell, could
guessed Selah.
"I'lhy, he*s -gettin' round quite a lot,
riding high and flying it, I3allas , Montreal, and some
way stations - talking Tun'bridge next fall some, "but I
I
dunno*" "But does he' ever call Durang's Hornpipe?"
had to admit that I hadn't heard the "Eeene fella"

40
prompt "Durang's E»rnpipe" since the day right there
in the farm kitchen,, b.-iit I did report that I had heard
him call a lot of topnotchers - no kind of stiiff for
the "cow-gaited" crowd.- and that., as a matter; of fact
he had "been digging some regulat "beauts f'dontras of
course, out of old call "books, mammals, and the like.
"Q,ueen's
Jfevorite" s-eemed to "be- -a good one t3
cite no explanation dr. Tim-ik--through- necessary, "Handsome
thing", commented Selah, "too "bad old Ed Dayton "never
knowed '"bout it."
the siibject wps, I should have pro'bthrough to an inquiry ah out the dance
form and dance ij-rays of almost-forgotten Salter A'bhott,
still hale 'and hearty at an advanced age two generations ago, as he put' into his -dancing all the steps
and footwork of a previous era,-, free of the highfalutin- notions of the G-ay Nineties. - practically only
latest years., could dance
one lady in town, in his
with him, arid keep in step.-

Opened

up" as

a"bly follov7ed

.

But I didnH carry throiigh; I switched to another
line of mutual interest. The switch went like this:
"Horse-tradihg'^ vas. a"'ga.me;, more
excit.ing to some than
poker, I know ,-^''"b\itr you.-- -must h?-Vc. '":--.d to l^uy outright
also, when -"^^gEq 'Were ship"oing "nor^ :,".
/m count rv."
..

;:'-..

Ci ."V>

C— '

'^^^^4-

""^
,~-^

"ilfey'yes,- I .-had t- a "buy
huy 'em right you Icnow,
and then- §cill 'em-.yight in prdgr to pay for their keep
and freighi;, and ,my — time, Uvery enct in a while I'd
git an o-rd€?r: for a: mat-ched pair of workers, or two
three good d-rivers; - ta<>k. some, time t? pick ^em-up,
..•-;:..
usually.
"Sometimes though, you'd run across JG?t'.the
.

'

•/

':

:,

,

^1
right one thout ,knowin' it, til later, like the one .1
"bought on a gam'ble, fifty years ago or so. I was gittin' a carload ready to ship to East
Camhridge, and a
friend of mine up the line sent word to me that a Mis
Bliss up off the river, hack of Bradford, had a young
mare she wanted to sell, wouldn't come cheap, "but
thought I could make a dollar on her. He gave me direc
tions to git to the Bliss Blace.
"I druve up late the next forenoon into the front
I said to the woman I see there tidying up

doorj'a.rd,

the front porch that I'd heard that she had a horse
for sale, that I might he interested* She said she had,
fine young mare, had done some farm work, hut wasn't
really hroken, needed training, "but nohody to do it her hushand had died a few months hefore, and she was
trying to carry
the farm i-fith the help of a hired
man and her young son.
;C?ii

"'How much yer as kin'. Mis Bliss?' I sez, 'Hunderd and thirty— five an' that's pritty near my takin'
Well,, we called that hig money in
price-.'
them days^
I'll mog *long upH
an' I ses
'Flis
Bliss, I guess
C'rinth an' see Clem Bixby 'hout a certain matter,
might drop in on the vjs-y hack.
'Better think twicet
"before you move oncet. Mister' sez she, 'it's time fer
Sinner, an' I'm jest ahout to set the tahle; you gwup
ter C'rinthj an' you won't git no more 'n er glass er
water and er toothpick. Better drive yer hoss out hack
— I s'pose yer hrought yer own. oats - than come hack
in and he-v some food with yer meal',
,

•

'

price was high, hut I could see she vra-nted.
horse some oats,
I druve out hack, give my
then stepped into the stahle an' looked over the mare.
G-ood looker, come up to everything I'd found out ahout
her,
I "vjas figurin* how much I'd offer for the mare,
as I walked 'long hack to the
front of the house; as
scon as Mis Bliss sees me she sez, 'Cum right in, dinner's on the tahle, draw up a chair,'
"The
to sell.

"Well, it v.-as an awful good dinner, awful good,
couldn't hev asked fer more er hetter., Co-'orse we talk-

k2

ed a'boiit the mare - she wanted to. I wanted to hev her?
After dinner the two of xis went out to the sta^ble an*
looked her over; I looked her over pritty careful*
I
hed "be'n thinkin' I orter git her fer a hunderd an* er
q-uatter, "but
that
dinner hed T^e'n so good, an* Mis
Bliss hed "be'n so decent, I didn't feel like beatin*
her down quite that nmch.
I sez to
her *I like the
mare, and if she*s all you say she is, I ^11 give yer a
hunderd an' thutty; here's twenty ter "bind the bargain
til tomorrer evenin'.
I'll "be "back
afternoon with
the hunderd an' ten ter pick up the mere'.
She took
the twenty."
'

11)1}-

Just then I interrupted long enough to suggest
that I knew he wouldn't let. himself get hooked on a
horse deal of a.ny kind, hut nevertheless I
thought
that- he had
paid a mighty high price. "High, yearse"
said Selah, ""but yer know the old sa,yin' ^Bought right
is half sold'; I
wuzn*t csllatin^ ter give av;ay the
mare, eg.2ackly." That took care of that nicely, and I
waited for Selah to continue the tale.
'

"iTe^ct day I
come around an^ got the mars,
her -home, an' give her another good look3n'-over .1
laiowed I'd got
suthin. Couple er days later I lo3,ned
her 'fith the others into a car on the stock train for
dovrn country.
I rode along in the ca'Doose, over-r-night

"Next mornin* v;e arrived in Jil8-st
Gamhridge, &.
coTj^in of mine wuz on hand to help unload the hossps
and take 'em over to his pla.ce for keepin' till I c'd
sell 'em« Ife got 'em all settled in their new quarters,
an', my cousin
come around an' sez, 'i/here'd yer -git.
'Off ner farm up "back er Bradford,
the young mare?'
pretty green, "ben v/orked e, little, hut hain't hen really "broke' I said.
'Better not sell her this trip* he
advised me, 'leave her with me til yer come dovm agin,
think I can do suthin with her in the meantime, looks
'

,

.

,

_

^3

promisin'. "So I told him he might try ah' see what he
c'd do. I sold practically all my hosses, an' took the
passenger train hack to Ely.

.

later I shipped down another
''Two-three months
car load ^ mjj; coiisin wiiz there to meet me. 'The mare's
"better'n I expected' he sez, 'picked up fast, got a
man callatin' ter "but her, practically all sold.'
Thinks I- to myself, 'Here's a chance ter make a dollar
me'b'be two', so I sez ter my eo-usin, 'I've heard er lot
more "bofut that mare -up country, everything in her faTor; I've made up my mind to ship her hack, an* do
right hy her up there in the country, want ter handle
her myself fer my own -use, ain't nuthin^ that voijild
please my wife any more.' Well, he looked ruther down
in the mouth, an* er pourse, he relayed It all on to
his customer, as I expected he would; late tiiat afternoon the customer showed up an' ivanted to see me"My cousin introduced us^ told me he wuz an tmder
taker^ an' >;anted to see what I got. Course I was glad
to show him, an' I walked right past the mare., tho--.t
even lookin' at her, an' on to others, some good uns.»
playing up points I thought would show .up good in the
undertf^kin' "business.
He wuz perlite 'nough 'hout it
all., "but I could see he wan't interested no groct deal
in hearpe hosses..
.

"'Tell yer what' sez'ee, after, we'd reached the
end ov the line,
*I'm lookin' fer a hoss ter take my
wife out drivin' with, I vra.nt suthin good ter look at
between the shaffs; the first one, the one you passed
"by, looks
good to me, ' 'Oh well' sez I, 'I'm shippin^'
her hack up home, hen hearin' er lot of good things
ah out her up country, want ter put her hack where she
h' longs, j<L-st the one I've hsn wait in' ter get holt on
fer my wife,
"W:j11, that didn't
dampen his huyin' spirit none
- didn't intend it should. He come right out x^ith it,
'How much yer -want ter leave that mare here with me?'
he sez, 'I'll treat her right, yer can ask yer cousin.'
I took n^^ time
answerin', then I sez, 'Mister, I'd

,

want, more to give up that mare than you orter pay, an*
I'd adyise yer, in all conscience, not to pay it
'Well, what's yer lowest
figure?' sez he,
impatient'
'T^'toy
like.
dollars' sez I,
slow an' moderate.
'A little hij^her than I vaiz expect
in' ter pay, 'b-at I dnnno; can you giic'-rantee her as
good, straight, an' all right?'
U'Jhy,
er,
yes an'
somid's'a nut, if you really' decide on takin* her' sez
I.
'It'ser, customary' hfe went on, 'ter throw suthin
"barrel head, I
ixito the "barga-in, fer cash down on the
understand'.
'It is', an' it ain't' sez I, 'dependin',
hut I'll tell yer whaf'll do, I'll see that that mare
gits the handsomest halter I can fiad'in. sii tovms"
around.' That's Jill there wuz to it,
cept gittin' my
cousin, ter listen in ter. the agreement, you know, witness fer "both parties.""
'

eight hudderd
,

,

.

'

'

"Well",. I remarked, "eight hundred dollars was a
terrihle high price for a horse in those times, enough
tx)."buy a
house in the Yilla,ge v/an't it?" "Wliy, yes
'no^h. ter "bu;^ a farm, small one, out a little, pervided yer feiov/ed how to h^uy it right."

really like to .'know, Selah, if I'm
"Eiffc v/hat T'd
not 43e-i^g too personal, is whether t.hat undertaker
ever come, hack and. 1.it,, into you for t ne vr^y you Ja.cked
up the price on the mare." "^ihy, yes, r.pj no; he 'come
"back all ri.ght, jest to visit, much's an^-^hiiig - never
had' a "better sa^tisfied customer, .then or since, never.''
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Qape

Over 250 children attended the second anniial chil
Six eXhi'bition
dren's Festival at Hyannis May 6th,
sets participated 1|i®ng with honor guests representing
thirteen Gape to^-'ns, vrhile a capacity audience of ^,rents and adults watched but were not allowed to dance,
Doroth^'- Adams of
Yarmouth and Peter Vendt of Hyannis,
were croi^rned Qfiieen and Ting "by Principal Robert A
Eragg of the Yarmouth Elementary School. Guest callers
Included P. obert "Si/hite, Paul Morris, Paul Arey, Jay &
G-ene Sehofield, Jay
Schofield, Sr. with Dick Anderson
K.C, Music vjas furnished by Mel Yon.
,

The Ann-oal meeting of the GGSAPH^ will take place
May 26th at the Barnstable IsTan^n^s Club just previous
to the dance to be called by Dick Doyle, The Sfosinsting Committee v^ill present a slate of officers to ba
voted on by the members. President Joslin ^Cnitney prom
ises a good time for all.

Dropped in at the
find Gus Walsh right
nice group of dancers
timers who are back in

Chowder Club the other night to
back on the Job calling for a
that included many of the oldcirculation.

Last month I carelessly mentioned a pending vacation trip without any attempt at details and have been
subjected to nc small amount of questioning as to my
plans. Most amusing is the favorite comment: "Glad to
see you back again, you'ro looking great" or words to
that effect. Pact of the matter is the Mrs and I will

—

,

46
Ie8.v8 Montreal, Canada, June 12th via Canadian Pacific
Sailroad for Banff, Lake Ionise, Victoria, Seattle,
Yellowstone, Chicago and return t© Montreal J-one 28th,
Then to the Uape where I will ass-ume my Stifaiiier schedule starting at Poponessett Inn, June 30. This trip
is the result -of much
planning and is only possible
"becaijse of the, off-season ori the
Gape Vfhen eTerypne
Is
preparing for summer. Eowever, that does not mean
there will "be no dancing.
Step in any Tuesday night
and visit the Choxfder Club or with Jay Schofield
at'
East ham Town Hall, June 4th.
DICK ANDERSON
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mSSAOHUSSirTS

Gi^nd iVIarch - Bol) Treyz^ 1949 S^iiares Joe Perkins *49
Sqjjares, Dick Anderson 51
PdrtTand j^ncy - Sol) Treyz
,

Seffibnstrat.ion - N.E. Polk Festival

Squares - Howard Hogue, 52
Squares- - Dick Pasvolslry, 53

Ass'n

Demonstration - NSPPA
Contra - Ralph Page, 46

Squares - Al Brundage, 5^,7 Squares - Charlie Baldwin 4?
Sajiares - Bo^ Brundage
^ Ed Gilmore, 54
Recognition Ceremonies

'"Ijquares

.

.

m

BORN: March 26 to Mr & Mrs Dick
JiTilljy, a daT:ighter, Eatheritia
S<^.N: April 6 to JVIr & ^Irs Joe
Goldenl)erg a son, Eizn,
BORN: April 9 to Mr & Mrs Walter

a daiighter, Antonia.
dancers living la the neigh'borhood of Pitts-*
Sq-uare
field, Mass. will "be glad to know that the BCSM will
hold their Fourth Anmial S-ummer Festival, Saturday,
at 'tfehconah Park with Bill
J^jjie 18, 8:30-11:30 P.M.
Chattin as Master of Ceremonies.
L-cls-,

•

•

Hope you were one of the usiny who attended
the 3 evening folk festival in Washington
T),Q>. ^^y 5, 6, & 7.

Directors of camps should Imovr ah out the fascinating
group of "World Wide G-ames" ohtainahle from the Cooper
ative Recreation Service, Inc. Radnor Road, Delaware
Ohio. ¥rite for hooklet.
It
isn't too early to "begin thinking ah out
International
going to Chicago for the 6th
Square Dance Festival, Saturday, Novemher S^^
in International Amphitheater 8 A.M. to Mid-

night

.

Ted Sannella Boston area dance leader is now stationed
at Port Dfvens, Mass. and plans to lead his folk dance

48
group erery Friday night.. He also will call the
and contra dances at the Boston XlfGA the last
Tuesday nights in Jime.

scj-oare

three

Abe Kanegson, well-knoirm ITew Tork caller will
take over the YlfCA Tuesday night dances through July &
August.

DUES MILLIRTS SIMMER SCHEDULE
Puhlie

squs.re da.nces ever^/ Friday night at Peterhoro,
N.H. G-olf Gluh beginning first Friday in^July. Public
sa^usre dances
every Saturday night In^ several of the

Monadnock Region town halls:. June 25, Fitzmlliam;
July 2, Hancock; July 9., vJaf f rey; July l6, Pitzi/^dlliam;
July 23., Francestown; July 39, Marlboro; August 6, Jaffrey; August 13, Marlbort^; A-ugusi-20, Hancock; August
September 3, Fitzv/illiam; Labor Day,
27, Francestown;
Francestown.
will be' calling to the music of
Difike
Ralph Page*s 3ani at al,l:of the above dates.
^

•

xvill be teaching a.t the following camps and
schools this sninmer: Jime 11-25, Maine Folk Dance Camp;
June 30-^1117 9, Le.ke Couchiehing, Ontario; July 13 or
14, Tufts College, Mass.; -July 18-24, Emory College,
Georgia.; July 25 -August 6, Stoc]'t\n, Califcrnia; August 15-27, N.H.Folk Dance Camp; S€ -.t^r^^b-r 2-6, Florida
••'
Dance Fellowship. -'

Ralph Page
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Ralph Page
Editor
Folk Dance Editor
Ted Sannella
Correspondents:
Dick Anderson'- Dick Castner - Dora DeMichele - Har
old KeSdey'- Pop Smith Herb iferren.-
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MERRIEWOODE
FOa. ADtJLTS

Beckons yo-a to another de light fnl liallday* If you
enjoy folk and sqimre dancing under excellent
leadership - fine tennis - •water skiing - fishing
and most other lai^ and X'/ater sports, plus arts
and crafts - dramatlos - <jainp flt©e -' beeu.tiful"'hi
king ©"bjectives through woodland trails - plan
ned evening ^^k-ograms - food delicious and plentiful • sil thd^ in as en^rousBeiit of great Batiirsl
"beaixty
e 10 i3il« Xa^lc^ - SHUT YOU WIItL

U^

m

Highland lake, Stoddard, ?J«"H,
Telephone, Hancock 98-13

j

!

Pre-seasjn rate June 25- July 2, $50.00
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Michael & Aaiij f^nn Salman
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